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United States Senator Lindsey Graham, South Carolina : Contact

Contact
Email Senator Graham
Prefix: *

Mr.

First Name: *

Joey

Last Name: *

Berry

Street Address 1: * 121 Waterway Crossing Court
Street Address 2:

PO Box 1928

City: *

Little River

State: *

South Carolina

Zip Code: *

29566

Home Phone:

8434918306

Work Phone:
Email Address: *

Joeysonofman@gmail.com

What is the general topic of your message?
(Please click on arrow to view list.)
Topic: *
Judicial Nominations/Supreme Court
Would you like a written response: *
Yes, I would like a written response.
Please write your message: * (fewer than 10,000 characters)
Dear Senator Graham,
Thank you for the letter dated 2915 (received on 21715).
You stated:

Washington Office

290 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 2245972

"Because your concern is legal in nature, it is outside of my official jurisdiction. Therefore, it would be inappropriate for me to intervene at this tim

Perhaps. I have been somewhat isolated from the outside world for the past 7 years (caring for my mother with severe dementia and with substant
responsibilities related to care of my father).

It is possible that the fundamental nature of our government has been redefined without enough public attention for me to notice via internetbased
sources. However, I doubt it.

The most likely scenario is that a member of your staff misunderstood my requests. Let me clarify my understanding of your jurisdiction and prope

1. You are an elected member of the U.S. Congress with responsibility (i.e. jurisdiction) related to [Federal] legislative powers per Article I of the U
Constitution.
2. In a very broad sense, the Congress exists with a dual mandate to exercise legislative powers and check abuses within the executive and judicial
of the Federal Government.
3. Congress has specific authority "To constitute Tribunals inferior to the supreme Court."
4. Congress has specific authority "To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution ... all ... Powers vested by this
Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof."
5. You are my [Federal] elected representative most closely tied to oversight of the judiciary.

[I have requested aid in getting a special prosecutor for criminal deprivations under color of law, etc. by two members of the N.C. Judiciary and one
the U.S. Supreme Court (with additional criminal charges likely for more members of the Judiciary and the "Justice System" after a reasonable inve
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation; some charge against the Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court is not unlikely).]
6. By current law, investigation and prosecution of Federal Judges is under the exclusive jurisdiction of the USDOJ's Public Integrity Section (PIN).
7. It is my understanding that investigations of deprivations (of Federal Rights) under color of law by a foreign state (North Carolina) and the Feder
would fall to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
8. I have contacted the Public Integrity Section with no result.
9. I have contacted the F.B.I. with little to no result.
10. I have notified your office that little to no process exists for the prosecution of members of the judiciary; no process to even file an effective co
or obtain a reasonable investigation.

[Your response is confusing.]
11. You have responded that the matter is outside your jurisdiction and any action would be inappropriate.
12. Clearly, the lack of checks on abuses by the judiciary is deadcenter bullseye within your jurisdiction.
13. Clearly, abuses by foreign state courts against citizens of your home state are within your jurisdiction.
14. Clearly, regulation of the courts is within your jurisdiction.
15. Clearly, reform of law to address deficiency of process and lack of accountability (on another branch of government like the judiciary) is within y
jurisdiction.
16. Clearly, legislation clarifying rights and interstate interactions is within your jurisdiction.

[My notifications and requests were broad to allow you to choose appropriate responses within your jurisdiction.]
17. Nothing prohibits a member of Congress from utilizing his office to communicate with members of the executive branch.
18. A reasonable means to aid in getting a special prosecutor appointed is to have your office contact the F.B.I. and the DOJ's Public Integrity Secti
make them aware that you have an interest in a case which alleges corruption within the judiciary; request updates (including when an initial compl
accepted).
19. Beyond minimal contact, monthly followup calls by your office (hopefully with some contact at some point directly) would likely guarantee a m
effective prosecution (and cure an improper bias against prosecution/investigation of the judiciary).
20. Clearly, contact with members of the executive branch is within your jurisdiction related to oversight of those offices (including power of the pur
a fundamental duty to provide a check on abuses originating within another branch of the government.
[My conclusion is simple.]
21. Clearly, nothing I have previously requested/mentioned exceeds your jurisdiction or would be inappropriate.
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Again, I would like to request aid in getting a special prosecutor appointed. I also hope that you consider some of the other issues and a discussion
Congress to cure deficiencies related to individual rights, abuses by members of the judiciary, and accountability for members of "Justice System".
results of the DOJ's Public Integrity Section do not appear to reflect the intent of the law to contain corruption in all public officials.

*I have noted previously that for the past two years where the report is available, the Public Integrity Section brought no cases against members of
Federal Judiciary. There only appears to be one case against any member associated with a State Judiciary during that time.
2012 = 1 state judicial official charged  United States v. Clark and Stephenson, Eastern District of Virginia (former magistrate)
2013  0 state judicial officials listed
2012 Summary:
Federal
= 381 charges with 369 convicted (with 0 judicial)
State
= 100 charged with 78 convicted (with 1 judicial)
2013 Summary:
Federal
= 337 charged with 315 convicted (with 0 judicial)
State
= 133 charged with 119 convicted (with 0 judicial)

[The statistics provided by the Public Integrity Section do not clearly break down prosecutions by branch of government. Common Sense would dict
there would be proportional abuses within each branch of government (which strongly supports undue pressure and systemic repression of prosecutio
basis for practically no judges, clerks, and prosecutors being charged or even investigated).]

There is an interesting quote from the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals related to former Arizona Rep. Rick Renzi: "Congressmen may write the law, but
not above the law". Shouldn't a similar standard apply to judges and members of the "Justice System"?

An additional quote from the opinion should also be considered: "The Constitution and our citizenry entrust congressmen with immense power, Renz
the trust of this nation, and for doing so, he was convicted by a jury of his peers." Shouldn't judges who abuse their power and criminally deprive c
their rights be held accountable for those abuses (even when there is no clear financial gain)?
[Quotes from: http://cronkitenewsonline.com/2014/10/appealscourtupholdsconvictionsofformerarizonareprickrenzi/]

Again, please aid me in getting a special prosecutor appointed so that some executive agency will investigate and prosecute what I estimate at
approximately 100300 direct criminal violations (against me and my wife) by members of the judiciary; I need someone who has an incentive to a
take a formal complaint rather than dismissing any allegation without inquiry (or paying lipservice by only taking information that is almost certain
insufficient to justify further investigation); I believe that a formal investigation into the direct charges will reveal a much clearer picture of entrenc
corruption within the "Justice System" which extends far beyond the three individuals who I can directly prove have acted criminally and lay groundw
much needed broader reforms.
There needs to be accountability within the Justice System (for judges, prosecutors, police, et cetera).
Currently no real process exists without public and/or political pressure.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Joey Berry
P.S. Copy of my complaint log to date:
[Complaint log omitted due to length limitation on your web submission form.]

Characters remaining: 1864
Submit

Reset

Upstate Regional Office
130 South Main Street, 7th Floor
Greenville
(864) 2501417

Midlands Regional Office
508 Hampton Street, Suite 202
Columbia
(803) 9330112

Pee Dee Regional Office
McMillan Federal Building
401 West Evans Street, Suite 111
Florence
(843) 6691505

Lowcountry Regional Office
530 Johnnie Dodds Boulevard, Suite 202
Mt. Pleasant
(843) 8493887

Piedmont Regional Office
235 East Main Street, Suite 100
Rock Hill
(803) 3662828

Golden Corner Regional Office
124 Exchange Street, Suite A
Pendleton
(864) 6464090
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